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The major
theme
of this issue of
Management update is what it takes in tenus of
people and planning to get organized for TQM
initiatives and training development projects.
At Svenson & Wallace we meticulously plan
every client project. The initial phase of our
projects is typically labeled Project Planning
and Kick-Off.
Our bias towards planning is evidenced by
Ray Svenson's
book The Training
and
Development Strategic Plan Workbook (written
with colleague Nikki Rinderer).
Our last
Management
Update included an article on
project pl ClI1I1ing.We find that fewer problems
occur in a project if investments of planning
time and energy are made up front. The process
of planning at a detailed level facilitates the
communication of the project's rationale; goals,
deliverables, approach, and participant requirements.
Part of our project planning and organizing
efforts usually goes toward creating project .
teams. While some projects are done without
teams, our experience over the last decade
leaves us convinced that the best method for
achieving success (better, faster, cheaper) is
through planning and tearning.
Our background in Human Performance
Technology (HPT) brings another bias into play.
We tend to focus on the humanistic aspects of

projects - the impact of people on a project
and the impact of a project on people. We
believe that people want to do a quality job. If
they fail, it is often because of environmental
(org anizational) barriers. Therefore, meeting
client needs with a successful TQM initiative or
training development project requires a balance
between meeting the needs of the people and the
needs of the organization.
Finally, a fax-feedback insertion in this
Management Update allows you to easily
---..
-~
provide us with your reaction to our newsletter
and your suggestions for future issues. We left
the feedback form open-ended to encourage you
to give us all of your comments. •
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Continuous Improvement Roadmap

Stakeholder
Requirements
Business
Proeelllles

See page 6 for an update.
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The Human Side of TaM
by Karen Wallace and Frank Mallinder
In "the literature," we read about changing an organiza-

When TQM changes are first announced, however, we

tion's culture, as if that were something that could be done
top-down, by fiat. In reality, any organizational
the result of both top-down

leadership

find that most employees fall into this range:

change is

and a bottom-up

acceptance and trial of the changes. The process starts with
attitudes, progresses to behaviors,

and only then may cul-

minate in the desired cultural change.
The changes

accompanying

the implementation

I Support/Lead I

of

TQM are usually described as culture changes. But depending on one's point of view in the organization, they can also

This often happens because employees:

be described as disruptive changes, threatening changes, or

Doubt that change will occur

changes that rewrite the rules under which the work-game is

Don't understand the rationale for change

played.

Have not "bought in" to the new way.

Employee

reaction

to the type of organizational

changes involved in TQM spans a wide range -

For the implementing

organization,

the critical ques-

anything

tions become: what causes these reactions, and how can

from sabotage to complete support and leadership. See the

employee reaction be moved as quickly as possible along

diagram at the bottom of this page.

the continuum

Sabotage can manifest itself by overt hostility toward

employee

the changes required by TQM; by ridicule of those who are
participating;

from sabotage

reaction

cannot

to support.

be guided,

Because

if

the initiative

is

doomed.

or by disruption of team meetings. The sabo-

Commonly,

employee

support

is lacking

because

teur, who may be a white collar worker or a floor worker,

TQM has not been properly "sold." As a result, attitudes

might believe that his or her actions are "right" because the

have not changed enough to enable the proper behaviors to

change is "wrong" for the organization.

bring about the desired

An employee may choose to ignore TQM by missing

and sold

well.

team meetings, or by not supporting the activities of others
involved in TQM. For example, a manager might receive a
TQM-related presentation -

cultural change. To get buy-in

from those affected, TQM must indeed be sold -

HPT methods can help sell and implement TQM by

and then fail to get back to the

focusing

on the human

side of the change process.

Employees are one of the stakeholder groups in an organi-

presenters with a decision.
To acquiesce to TQM is to at least show up at TQM
meetings, even without actively participating.

zation, and they are certainly affected by reorganizations

Antagonism

of the type associated

with TQM. Providing employee

drops off. The employee listens to what's being said about

stakeholders with good environmental

TQM.

the cognitive and emotional basis for dealing with TQM

An employee

who supports TQM may help create

will lead to a truer consensus,

a greater level of enthu-

siasm, and a more successful implementation effort.

teams, participate actively, encourage new ideas, and lead or
facilitate the efforts of others in the change to the new work

[Continues on the next page J

environment.

Sabotage '. . .,

support along with
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The Human Side of TOM, continued
For example, kick-off meetings at the beginning of
the implementation should involve selling both the cognitive and emotional aspects of TQM. Employees must

Once TQM has been introduced in a way that fosters
responses of the type on the right end of the continuum, then
it's up to the implementors of TQM to make sure that the
employees involved have the proper environmental resourc-

understand what TQM is and then be motivated to accept

it. The goal here is not to eliminate the variation in
employee response to TQM, just minimize it.

es and that they acquire the proper skills and knowledge.

A successful TQM implementation should also use
teams to develop the overall implementation plan - and

do good jobs, that they want success for themselves and
their organizations. While initial resistance to TQM is
normal, HPT tools are available to sell TQM and to get
greater buy-in.
The bottom line is that TQM is change. If employees
are not overly threatened by the change (or if the threat is
managed), and if employees have bought in to both the need
to change and the types of changes that will occur, then they

At Svenson & Wallace, we believe that people want to

teams to execute that plan. Not all employees must be
directly involved in teams during TQM implementation
- but one way or another all must understand the
changes that will occur. From the point of view of a team
member, there's more safety and support in a team that's
a vehicle for change - assuming, of course, that the
vehicle is a real team and not simply a collection of individuals.

can productively participate in creating a new culture and a
new organization. •

Svenson and Rinderer
Book Makes Impact
In the first six months after publication, The Training
and Development Strategic Plan Workbook, authored by
Ray Svenson and Nikki Rinderer, has sold almost 2,000
copies, according to the publisher, the Business
Information and Publishing Division of Prentice-Hall.
More important than unit sales, however, are indications of the impact the book is having in the workplace.
For example, a Human Resources Vice President at a
major insurance company says, "this book has become
our bible in planning for training."
If you have not yet seen the book and wish to take
advantage of Prentice-Hall's 30-day free trial examination
- or if you have seen it but haven't yet had a chance to
order - call Prentice-Hall at 1-800-288-4745. Ask for
item number 85386-1. •
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Project Planning and Kick-Off
by Guy W. Wallace
A major mistake in many training projects is that par-

Team should be made before the member recruiting calls

ticipants are in such a hurry to get the projects done, they

take place. Know the potential location and have at least

fail to plan and organize to get them done right. By right, I

two alternate dates to propose. Know the meeting length (no

mean producing

more than two hours for this first meeting), and be prepared

a high-quality

training product on time

and on budget (better, faster, cheaper).

to present

At Svenson & Wallace, we follow a six-phase process
to develop performance-based

the project

plan in summary

fashion.

Make

detailed copies of the project plan available in advance.

training.

In that first meeting

you must sell Steering

Team

Phase 1
Project
Planning
& Kick-off

Design

One critical element in the first phase of a successful

members

on developing

a detailed

project

plan, see the

The performance situation the project is to address

Summer, 1992 issue of this newsletter.)

The implications of the current situation

Another critical element of Phase 1 is the Steering
Team.

The establishment

of a formal

an

understanding of:

training development project is the project plan. (For information

on the project. Your task is to demonstrate

Steering

The magnitude of the implications

Team

The pay-off for resolving the situation.

ensures that the project plan is bought politically by the key

The most critical information here is the pay-off, the returns

stakeholders, that it makes sense, and that it will be sup-

on the investments for resolving the situation.

ported during and after the project.

It's up to you to anticipate

Steering

Team member

The Steering Team is typically responsible for:

views, identify the pros and cons of alternative approaches,

"Owning" the project

rank the' alternatives, and be prepared to answer tough ques-

Reviewing the project plan and redirecting the project

tions with logic,

Selecting all participants for later phases of the project

Steering Team is behind you, gaining commitment

Reviewing

cooperation from other project participants is much easier.

and providing

feedback

for all project

and determination.

Once the
and

Good planning and a Steering Team are what it takes to

documents and outputs
Establishing development/acquisition

poise,

kick off a training development

priorities

project successfully.

We

Approving or redirecting the implementation plan.

don't claim that these methods are easy to use; we do claim

To accomplish these tasks, the Steering Team must be

that they show their value in later phases and steps, starting

composed of the highest-level individuals who may benefit

with the next phase:

from or be affected by the conduct of the project and by its

adapted our training development

(We have successfully
model for use in non-

training projects. The changes? Minor differences in how

results.
The arrangements

Analysis.

we refer to activities and work products.)

for the first meeting of the Steering
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What to Cover with the
Steering Team
Here's an agenda for a typical first meeting
of the Steering Team, divided into meeting open,
body, and close.

OPEN

Meeting welcome
Project overview
· Project purpose
· Background statements
Meeting purpose
· Steering Team draft charter
· Agenda review
· Meeting participant introductions and questions/issues/concerns

BODY

Project purpose restatement
Project background restatement
Scope statement
Approach overview
· Outputs/deliverables
· Roles and responsibilities
· Schedule milestones
Project Teamlpersonnel
· Criteria
· Selection of candidates
Steering Team meeting overview
· Dates of next meetings
· Time requirements forecast per meeting
· Meeting objectives/agenda overview

CLOSE

Summary of key decisions/reactions/agreed.to changes
Meeting close

Please note that this agenda is a model, a
"platform." We create models such as this all the
time - and then immediately deviate from the
models to make sure that they fit particular
project needs. Our motto (not original, but appropriate): form follows function. •

Sample Agenda for
Initial Steering Team Meeting

Teams at Work - An Applications Overview
In 1990, faced with an outdated course and an up-todate need to train managers in labor relations, Illinois Bell

The Analysis and Design Teams consisted of
McNamara, Lowrey, and master performers who provided

contracted with Svenson & Wallace to develop a new
course. Teams became a part of the project fr-m the start.

input for the analysis and design work done by Svenson &
Wallace.

Project Champion Jack McNamara of the Labor
Relations Department and Bill Lowrey, the Training
Department project manager for Illinois Bell, guaranteed
the right players, the right direction, and the right momentum. They set up a Steering Team of 12 mid- to upperlevel managers representing labor relations, training, and
staff and field organizations.

McNamara claims that benefits included buy-in from
the constituent sub-organizations (because they were represented on the Steering Team) and a course that was "on
target" during development. The time-saving methodology
and team approach allowed the four-day course to be completed in 90 days. •

()

Taming the Training
Development Waters

Without a Steering Committee
5

CI and the Quality Roadmap
Svenson & Wallace is performing

Continuous

Improvement

(CI) on our Quality Roadmap (see the Spring issue of

Management Update). Here's how it looks now.

Stakeholder
Requirements
Business
Processes
Infrastructure
Resources
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Profile

Karen Wallace
Karen Wallace speculates that human performance
technology and training are in her genes. Her first experience with training came at Blue Cross, along with her first
formal exposure to HPT through Rick Rummler (brother of
Geary), brought into "the Blues" to provide a workshop on
performance engineering (what we now call HPT). With
her exposure to the Rummler and Gilbert methods, says
Karen, "a world opened up."
HPT gave Karen her vocation, helped her establish her
direction, and gave her the "real" tools she needed to raise
her daughter. Karen has always believed that the principles
of HPT apply to all of the relationships, working and personal, in her life.
As a training manager, she began to identify the hall~

Tornga. She then moved to the Wickes Companies offices in
Chicago. When Wickes went into Chapter 11, Bill
Wiggenhom of Motorola put Karen and Ray Svenson in
contact.

marks of good management - honesty and fairness. It
could be tough, she found, to be honest and say "I don't
know." But it was even more difficult to be fa ir; that

Ray realized that Karen's performance engineering
expertise neatly complemented his systems and strategic
planning background. Today both partners use the word
"synergy" to describe their relationship. Ray acknowledges
that Karen is also the one who "makes sure we practice what
we preach in our own business." Staff work hours, location,
and arrangements are all flexible as Svenson & Wallace
strives to build "a team that is driving toward the same goal,
that of serving our clients and customers with high-quality
products," says Karen.
Two years after starting to work with Ray, a dozen or
so years after becoming a mother, and 20 years after finish-

required providing employees with all that they needed to
succeed individually - job descriptions, performance standards, consequences, feedback, training, and emotional
support (all the things HPT gives us).
Training in her genes? Reading an ASTD publication
after she'd been in training for awhile, Karen came across
her grandfather's name - as a founding member of ASTD.
He was a prominent Michigan training practitioner who had
gone on to help establish the Pinellas County (Florida)
Trade School, which became a model for trade schools
across the country.
Karen began to achieve some recognition of her own,
winning an MSIT (Michigan Society of Instructional
Technology) award for a departmental redesign project at

ing high school, Karen completed work on a bachelor's
degree in business administration.
Acknowledging that people think running one's own
company involves working 200 hours a week, Karen claims
"I really believe in trying to balance my life." Running,
biking, skiing and all her family members and friends playa

Blue Cross/Blue Shield. (For more details on the project,
see Management Update, Spring, 1992.)

/'"'~

Following Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Karen built a
respected training organization at Wickes Lumber with the
help of "two very special people" - Guy Wallace and Gail

role in this balance.
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What's New... And Who
The week of August 24th marked Frank Mallinder's
first week with Svenson & Wallace as a consultant in the
areas of management development and sales. Another
responsibility: new business development for the firm.
Readers seeking more information on projects, methodologies, or Svenson & Wallace services mentioned in
Management Update may contact Frank to discuss their
needs. Read more about Frank in a profile in the next issue
of Management Update.
Also joining the firm is Jennifer Freeland, a graduate
of Indiana University with a bachelor's degree in journalism. Callers will recognize Jennifer as the smiling voice of
S&W. She assists with travel arrangements and marketing,
and we expect her responsibilities to grow along with the

Welcome to: Frank Mallinder

One of our clients recently conducted the 28th delivery

firm.

of an eight-day Product Management Process Training
course we designed in 1987. Adapted for the client's
European operations, the recent session was conducted for
the fifth time in the Netherlands. 'This course was our first
design of a simulation concept we have also employed in
labor relations and training analysis.
We also recently developed a five-day, simulationbased course for the leaders of integrated product development (IPD) teams at an aerospace manufacturer. On-the-job
behaviors simulated in this course include turning conflict
into consensus during the leadership of cross-functional
team meetings.
For more information on the applications, characteristics, and advantages of simulation-based courses such as
these, contact Frank Mallinder now or wait a few issues
until Management Update addresses the design phase of the
development cycle. I

Welcome to: Jennifer Freeland

Brian Rutzen, who had helped answer the phones and
handle repro-graphics, has left to attend Southern Illinois
University.

Management Update ...
Management

Update is published for clients and friends by Svenson & Wallace, Inc., 1733 Park Street,

Suite 201, Naperville, IL 60563. Voice: 708-416-3323.

Fax: 708-416-9770.

The purpose of this newsletter is to share specific applications

of Human Performance

Technology

Total Quality Management technologies to improve quality and productivity in organizations.
Copyright © 1992 by Svenson & Wallace, Inc., unless otherwise noted. All rights reserved.
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